Individual Fraternity Analysis From Discrimination Report

C—This fraternity has a clause which restricts membership to—white people only. It is impossible to determine the number of members in this fraternity; however, it is known that this fraternity has never had a Negro member.

D—This fraternity has a clause which restricts membership to—white people only. It is impossible to determine the number of members in this fraternity; however, it is known that this fraternity has never had a Negro member.

E—This fraternity has a clause which restricts membership to—white people only. It is impossible to determine the number of members in this fraternity; however, it is known that this fraternity has never had a Negro member.

F—This fraternity has a clause which restricts membership to—white people only. It is impossible to determine the number of members in this fraternity; however, it is known that this fraternity has never had a Negro member.

G—This fraternity has a clause which restricts membership to—white people only. It is impossible to determine the number of members in this fraternity; however, it is known that this fraternity has never had a Negro member.

H—This fraternity has a clause which restricts membership to—white people only. It is impossible to determine the number of members in this fraternity; however, it is known that this fraternity has never had a Negro member.

I—This fraternity has a clause which restricts membership to—white people only. It is impossible to determine the number of members in this fraternity; however, it is known that this fraternity has never had a Negro member.

J—This fraternity has a clause which restricts membership to—white people only. It is impossible to determine the number of members in this fraternity; however, it is known that this fraternity has never had a Negro member.

K—This fraternity has a clause which restricts membership to—white people only. It is impossible to determine the number of members in this fraternity; however, it is known that this fraternity has never had a Negro member.

L—This fraternity has a clause which restricts membership to—white people only. It is impossible to determine the number of members in this fraternity; however, it is known that this fraternity has never had a Negro member.

M—This fraternity has a clause which restricts membership to—white people only. It is impossible to determine the number of members in this fraternity; however, it is known that this fraternity has never had a Negro member.

N—This fraternity has a clause which restricts membership to—white people only. It is impossible to determine the number of members in this fraternity; however, it is known that this fraternity has never had a Negro member.

O—This fraternity has a clause which restricts membership to—white people only. It is impossible to determine the number of members in this fraternity; however, it is known that this fraternity has never had a Negro member.

P—This fraternity has a clause which restricts membership to—white people only. It is impossible to determine the number of members in this fraternity; however, it is known that this fraternity has never had a Negro member.

Q—This fraternity has a clause which restricts membership to—white people only. It is impossible to determine the number of members in this fraternity; however, it is known that this fraternity has never had a Negro member.

R—This fraternity has a clause which restricts membership to—white people only. It is impossible to determine the number of members in this fraternity; however, it is known that this fraternity has never had a Negro member.

S—This fraternity has a clause which restricts membership to—white people only. It is impossible to determine the number of members in this fraternity; however, it is known that this fraternity has never had a Negro member.

T—This fraternity has a clause which restricts membership to—white people only. It is impossible to determine the number of members in this fraternity; however, it is known that this fraternity has never had a Negro member.

U—This fraternity has a clause which restricts membership to—white people only. It is impossible to determine the number of members in this fraternity; however, it is known that this fraternity has never had a Negro member.

V—This fraternity has a clause which restricts membership to—white people only. It is impossible to determine the number of members in this fraternity; however, it is known that this fraternity has never had a Negro member.

W—This fraternity has a clause which restricts membership to—white people only. It is impossible to determine the number of members in this fraternity; however, it is known that this fraternity has never had a Negro member.

X—This fraternity has a clause which restricts membership to—white people only. It is impossible to determine the number of members in this fraternity; however, it is known that this fraternity has never had a Negro member.

Y—This fraternity has a clause which restricts membership to—white people only. It is impossible to determine the number of members in this fraternity; however, it is known that this fraternity has never had a Negro member.

Z—This fraternity has a clause which restricts membership to—white people only. It is impossible to determine the number of members in this fraternity; however, it is known that this fraternity has never had a Negro member.